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Overview

• Development of hazard detection & risk
assessment

• Training approach
• Validation of training
• Take home lessons



Hazard Detection

• Driving safety depends on
being able to:
– Identify hazards
– Assess the risk of hazards
– Respond to hazards

(manage risks)



Hazard Detection
• Younger drivers:

– Are worse at detecting hazards (slower, more
likely to miss entirely)

– Underestimate risk
– Overestimate ability to handle
– Accept a higher level of risk

• Why do younger drivers behave like this?



Tacit Knowledge
• Driving skill, especially risk assessment, is a

type of tacit knowledge
• What is tacit knowledge?

– Wisdom
– Learned through experience
– Difficult to articulate

• Other examples of tacit
knowledge
– Leadership, management



Tacit Knowledge
• Evidence that driving risk assessment is a type of

tacit knowledge
– Age-related differences in skill
– Assessments of driver tacit knowledge correlate with

accident risk and crash involvement
• Estimate safe driving speeds under a variety of different

conditions
• Estimate percent of accidents involving different conditions



Tacit Knowledge

• Not addressed by traditional training
methods (e.g., driver education classes)
– Focus on rules & mechanics
– Tell students the answers
– Scaring students straight



Hazard Detection

• How do you train tacit knowledge of
hazard detection and risk assessment?
– Make information explicit & share it
– Reflective practice can speed up

acquisition
• Learn to think critically about experiences

Practice, practice, practice --
with feedback!



Training Approach

• Case-based scenarios
– Realistic, complex situations
– Scenarios should trigger the behaviors that you

want to train, present opportunities to recognize
hazards and use adaptive strategies



Training Approach
• Essay responses & immediate feedback

– Write responses to scenarios, include details
about driving, decision making, internal states

– Immediate, customized feedback about risks and
strategies

– Emphasis on practical strategies



Training Approach
• Crash Course Training System

– Online training
– Set of scenarios covering most common hazards
– Essay questions for each scenario
– Automated scoring
– Customized feedback



Crash Course: Scenario

• Scenarios
– Database of common hazards: cell phones,

fatigue, etc.
– Realistic stories with combinations of hazards

developed through interviews
– Videos that encourage students to think about

their internal state
• Essay questions

– Encourage reflection
– Writing requires deeper cognitive processing



Crash Course: Scenario
• Friday Night Out

- 3 day weekend
- Plans to go out with friends
- Left work early
- Drive to pick up 1st friend
- On the way to pick up 2nd friend
- Phone rings, it’s your boss
- Passenger is messing with stereo, going through glove box
- Phone rings again, boss leaves a message

- Essay prompts
- State of mind?
- What would you do?
- Last time this happened?



Crash Course: Responses
• Sample low risk responses from experienced drivers

“I guess I'd be worried most about getting caught leaving early from
work. I'd be thinking 'What was I thinking?' Also I'd be thinking,
'How on earth did my cell phone get turned on?' and 'Maybe I
should find friends who don't turn on my radio and root through my
glove compartment without asking.’ I would pull over, turn the
stereo off, ask my friend to shut up, and then return my bosses
call.”

• Sample high risk responses from young drivers
“I would be very worried and nervous about what is going on at work and

if I am in trouble for leaving early or forgot to do something important. I
would call my work.”

“Worried that I did not do the correct thing by leaving early on Friday
afternoon. Did my boss come back in the office, just to check if I was
still there? If yes, is he keeping an eye on my work ethics? Speak about
the situation with the friends in the car. Probably call back my boss;
avoiding the calls would only make me worry even more during the
week-end and I wouldn't enjoy the evening out with friends.”



Crash Course: Scoring
• Automated scoring

– Use Pearson’s automated essay scoring
technology to assess quality of essay response

– Compares response to collected responses
scored by expert humans to determine quality of
response

• Customized feedback
– Feedback is created by comparing response to

selected “expert” responses
– Identify which components are missing & return

those as feedback



Crash Course: Feedback
• Sample feedback for a high risk response

“I would never handle a call like this driving a car.”
“I am most concerned about the situation in the car

being unsafe. Too many distractions.”
“I would pull over into a parking lot, turn the music

off, and listen to the message.”



Training Validation

• Results from
simulator driving of
scenario

• Consistent with
reported strategies



Simulator Experiment
• Participants drove a “Late to Work” scenario

– Cell phone, time pressure/frustration
– Young drivers & more experienced drivers
– Free drive with $5 bonus for getting to work on

time
– Unexpected events:

• lead vehicle abruptly stops
• child runs out in front of vehicle
• car runs a stop sign



Simulator Experiment

Countdown
clock

Slow lead
vehicle



Simulator Experiment
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Simulator Experiment

• Observed use of strategies linked to
reduced crash risk
– Experienced drivers handled unexpected

events better by decelerating earlier and
swerving to avoid obstacles

– Younger drivers were more likely to answer
cell phone calls and be involved in crashes



Simulator Experiment
• Reported strategies were consistent with

driving strategies in the simulator
– Experienced drivers:

• Reported strategies that involved thinking ahead about
potential hazards & unexpected events

• Had longer follow distance, more defensive driving
• Answering cell phone only when environment did not feel

risky (no heavy traffic or other distractions)
– Younger drivers:

• More focused on getting to work on time
• Willing to speed, tailgate, honk horns, etc.
• More likely to answer cell phone



How you can use this approach

• Goal is to replace instruction that tells students the
right answer with instruction that accelerates
acquisition of tacit knowledge

– Need to give students the tools to be better drivers
– Teach them how to use reflective practice
– Make useful, practical strategies explicit

• Takes longer than telling them the answer, but is
far more effective



How you can use this approach

• Realistic scenarios: what situations do young drivers need
to be able to reason about?

• Ask students to think through how they would handle the
situation

• Examine response for missed hazards, poor handling of
hazards, opportunities to use more adaptive strategies

• Provide immediate feedback -- while it is still meaningful
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